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Weebit Nano 

Further de-risked after 1MB arrays achieved 
On 25 June Weebit Nano (ASX:WBT) announced it successfully built and 
tested 1 MB SiOx ReRAM arrays at the 40 nanometer (nm) resolution. Even 
though this announcement was widely expected, it is still very significant in 
a number of ways. 

Array size of 1 MB covers most of the embedded memory market 

WBT is initially targeting the embedded memory market, i.e. electronics 
products that require some form on on-board storage capacity other than 
DRAM and SRAM. Typically, this storage consists of Flash memory. 

Most embedded non-volatile memory (NVM) applications require much 
less than 1MB of on-board storage. A typical IoT device, such as a smart 
light bulb, remote sensors, beacons etc, requires between 64KB and 512KB. 
WBT’s 1MB array (1,024 KB) can thus address a large part of the embedded 
memory market. Longer term, WBT may start to address the Storage Class 
Memory (SCM) segment, in which case it will need to scale up to GB arrays. 

Start to productize and take ReRAM into commercial fabs 

As the company announced earlier this year, under the extended 
agreement with Leti in France, development work has shifted focus to 
improving the baseline parameters of the SiOx ReRAM cells. In other words, 
WBT has started to optimize the individual performance metrics of its 
memory cells, such as cycling endurance, access speed and data 
retention. Because each end-application will have its own set of optimized 
parameters, WBT will need to tweak these parameters depending on the 
specific requirements of future licensees. We expect this initial optimization 
process will take roughly 9 to 12 months. After that the company will need 
to qualify the manufacturing process in a fab, potentially more than one, to 
facilitate integration of the technology into multiple existing and new 
manufacturing processes, e.g. to design-in the SiOx ReRAM cells into 
existing or, more likely, new chip designs with embedded memory. This 
process may take another twelve months, which would make WBT’s 
technology ready to license out by mid-year 2020. 

Further de-risked: Buy rating reiterated 

WBT has consistently met each milestone on its development roadmap in 
the last two years, which provides quite a bit of confidence the company 
will have its technology ready to license within the next two years. We 
reiterate our Buy rating. Due to the large amount of outstanding options 
(132.4M), a substantial part of which are broker options, which we believe 
effectively cap the share price in the near term, our A$ 0.07 price target is 
unchanged despite a further de-risking of the WBT investment case.  

BUY 

Current price: A$ 0.066 

Price target: A$ 0.07 
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Founded in Israel in 2015, 

Weebit Nano Ltd (WBT) is 

developing a newly emerging 

computer memory technology 

that combines the best of 

today’s mainstream memory 

technologies, i.e. DRAM and 

Flash memory. Non-volatile like 

Flash and nearly as fast as 

DRAM, WBT’s SiOx ReRAM will 

likely be able to complement 

and partially replace DRAM and 

Flash if and when the 

technology can be 

commercialized in a few years’ 

time. 
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Weebit Nano Limited

Number of shares (m)                1,443 

Number of shares FD (m)               1,593 

Market capitalisation (A$ m) 95.2

Free Float (%) 60%

12 month high/low A$ 0,082/0,014

Average daily volume (k)              4,430 

BUY 

Current price: A$ 0.066 

Price target: A$ 0.07 
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Weebit Nano Limited 

GENERAL ADVICE WARNING, DISCLAIMER & DISCLOSURES 

The information contained herein (“Content”) has been prepared and issued by TMT Analytics Pty Ltd ABN 17 

611 989 774 (“TMT Analytics”), an Authorised Representative (no: 1242594) of BR Securities Australia Pty Ltd. 

ABN 92 168 734 530, AFSL 456663. All intellectual property relating to the Content vests with TMT Analytics 

unless otherwise noted.  

DISCLAIMER 

The Content is provided on an as is basis, without warranty (express or implied). Whilst the Content has been 

prepared with all reasonable care from sources we believe to be reliable, no responsibility or liability shall be 

accepted by TMT Analytics for any errors or omissions or misstatements howsoever caused. Any opinions, 

forecasts or recommendations reflect our judgment and assumptions at the date of publication and may 

change without notice. TMT Analytics will not accept any responsibility for updating any advice, views, opinions 

or recommendations contained in this document.  

No guarantees or warranties regarding accuracy, completeness or fitness for purpose are provided by TMT 

Analytics, and under no circumstances will any of TMT Analytics, its officers, representatives, associates or 

agents be liable for any loss or damage, whether direct, incidental or consequential, caused by reliance on or 

use of the Content. 

GENERAL ADVICE WARNING 

The Content has been prepared for general information purposes only and is not (and cannot be construed or 

relied upon as) personal advice nor as an offer to buy/sell/subscribe to any of the financial products mentioned 

herein. No investment objectives, financial circumstances or needs of any individual have been taken into 

consideration in the preparation of the Content.  

Financial products are complex, entail risk of loss, may rise and fall, and are impacted by a range of market and 

economic factors, and you should always obtain professional advice to ensure trading or investing in such 

products is suitable for your circumstances, and ensure you obtain, read and understand any applicable offer 

document. 

DISCLOSURES 

TMT Analytics has been commissioned to prepare the Content. From time to time, TMT Analytics’ 

representatives or associates may hold interests, transact or hold directorships in, or perform paid services for, 

companies mentioned herein. TMT Analytics and its associates, officers, directors and employees, may, from 

time to time hold securities in the companies referred to herein and may trade in those securities as principal, 

and in a manner which may be contrary to recommendations mentioned in this document.  

TMT Analytics receives fees from the company referred to in this document, for research services and other 

financial services or advice we may provide to that company. The analyst has received assistance from the 

company in preparing this document. The company has provided the analyst with communication with senior 

management and information on the company and industry. As part of due diligence, the analyst has 

independently and critically reviewed the assistance and information provided by the company to form the 

opinions expressed in the report. Diligent care has been taken by the analyst to maintain an honest and fair 

objectivity in writing this report and making the recommendation. Where TMT Analytics has been commissioned 

to prepare Content and receives fees for its preparation, please note that NO part of the fee, compensation or 

employee remuneration paid will either directly or indirectly impact the Content provided. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

TMT Analytics’ issues a BUY recommendation in case of an expected total shareholder return (TSR, share price 

appreciation plus dividend yield) in excess of 25% within the next twelve months, an ACCUMULATE 

recommendation in case of an expected TSR between 5% and 25%, a HOLD recommendation in case of an 

expected TSR between -5% and +5% within the next twelve months and a SELL recommendation in case of an 

expected total return lower than -5% within the next twelve months. 


